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Automechanika 2014: The latest tachograph solutions from Stoneridge
Stoneridge will return to this year’s Automechanika Frankfurt to show its smartest tachograph
solutions yet. Visitors should not miss out on seeing the newest digital tachograph on the market,
the SE5000 Exakt Duo2, the future-driven Optimo workshop tool and much more.
Whether a workshop, fleet manager or driver Stoneridge asked its customers what they wanted
to see in a new tachograph to help them in their daily work. Show visitors can now see it for
themselves at stand 3.0 G02. In addition to the existing benefits such as the “One Minute Rule”
and real-time updates and countdowns on drive and rest times, the new feature-driven SE5000
Exakt Duo2 has a range of enhancements to the user interface. Fleets asked for Working Time
Directive (WTD) calculations. This has been added and will help drivers to reduce infringements
and costly fines. The SE5000 Exakt Duo2 also comes with an improved Period of Availability
(POA) setting, enabling drivers to choose how they allocate their time. Other features that have
been added include: Ferry/train calculations in real-time; a display of the product version on
the INFO menu; and the status of the Second source of motion on the technical printout.
Workshops can look forward to seeing the Optimo, the latest generation tachograph
programming and calibration tool. Featuring wireless technology, it was designed to increase
workshop efficiency through ease of use and many useful software applications.
Show visitors can also find out more about the OPTAC3 tachograph analysis software, the
digiDL remote download tool and the Tacho Link Bluetooth dongle which works in conjunction
with two free tachograph apps - Duo Mobile and Tacho Center.
To learn more, visit Stoneridge on stand 3.0 G02 at Automechanika Frankfurt 2014.

Note to Editors:
Stoneridge Electronics is a part of the Stoneridge Inc., a leading designer and manufacturer of highly
engineered electrical and electronic components, modules and systems. Stoneridge has a strong
reputation for developing innovative, reliable products including instrument clusters, tachographs,
telematics systems and security systems for the automotive industry. The Stoneridge Inc. has an
annual turnover of over $947 million and just over 9,300 employees; of whom 1,140 work at
Stoneridge Electronics.
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